Top 17 PRIME ways to tell that you are turning into Dr. Morton:

17: You have an uncontrollable impulse to draw adorable smiley faces everywhere you see something you consider “beautiful.” :-)  

16: You actually **enjoy** taking your math exams!!!  

15: When writing a history paper, it suddenly looks like a huge monstrous 6 page proof of the thesis statement, rather than a paper.  

14: You send an email about something. Two minutes later you send another email negating the first. The next day you send a third email, saying that the first was actually correct, but there will be a permanent change to the conditions satisfied in the second email.  

13: You start referring to yourself as a “math-brat.”  

12: You have started to use abbreviations for annoying phrases which come up too often to be bothered with writing them out in their entirety.  

11: You may know Hebrew, but the names of the Greek letters remain a mystery to you.  

10: You can write so fast on a chalk board that the chalk spontaneously combusts.  

9: You begin to put random references to *Lord of the Rings* in your papers or notes.  

8: You start calling everyone *insert name here*-ala. For example: Rebeccala  

7: You randomly quote Monty Python to people.  

6: When doing any problem you get an uncontrollable urge to ask "Can I get confirmation on that?"  

5: You get ridiculously excited after spending 2 hours on a proof and you finally get it right at 4 am.  

4: Upon completion of said proof, you begin talking about how BEAUTIFUL it is to anyone who might be up at this insane hour.  

3: You begin to glow when explaining some ridiculously complicated math concept to any random person on the street.  

2: You start using extremely happy phrases such as "Onwards and forwards!"  

1: You burst into a room and say, "Hello my dears!!!"